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Abstract

On-line decision making often involves significant amount of time-varying data. Examples of time-varying data

include financial information such as stock prices and currency exchange rates, real-time traffic and weather informa-

tion, and data from industrial process control applications. The coherency requirements associated with time-varying

data depends on the nature of the data and user tolerances. This paper examines techniques to efficiently dissemi-

nate time-varying data from sources to a set of repositories. A particular focus of our work is to examine how such

repositories can cooperate with one another and the source to improve the efficiency of the dissemination process,

while meeting user coherency requirements. We consider two key issues: (i) When should the source and/or the

repositories push changes of interest to other repositories so as to meet all user-specified coherency requirements?

(ii) How should an overlay network of such repositories be organized so as to minimize the overheads of maintaining

temporal coherency of all data items stored in the various repositories? We examine these questions in turn, offer a

set of alternative solutions to address these questions and experimentally evaluate their performance using real-world

traces of dynamically changing data (specifically, stock prices). We show that cooperation helps reduce the system-

wide overheads for maintaining coherency across all repositories. However, contrary to intuition, we also show that

increasing the degree of cooperation beyond a certain point can, in fact, be detrimental to the overall goals of achiev-

ing high fidelity at low overheads. To address this issue, we propose techniques to (i) derive the “optimal” degree of

cooperation among repositories, and (ii) derive the logical structure of an overlay network of cooperating repositories

so as to maintain temporal coherency of data at low cost.
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1 Introduction

On-line decision making often involves significant amount of time-varying data. Examples of time-varying data in-

clude financial information such as stock prices and currency exchange rates, real-time traffic and weather information,

and data from industrial process control applications. The coherency requirements associated with a time-varying data

item depends on the nature of the item and user tolerances. To illustrate, a casual observer of currency exchange rate

fluctuations may be willing to tolerate some incoherency, whereas a user involved in exploiting exchange disparities in

different markets will require a stronger coherency requirement. Similarly, a streaming stock ticker application can use

data with a lower coherency (e.g., stock prices delayed by 20 minutes) than online stock trading that imposes stringent

coherency requirements (e.g., real-time stock prices).

Sources of time-varying data can often become a bottleneck, especially when serving a large number of clients.

One technique to alleviate this bottleneck is to replicate data across multiple repositories and have clients access one of

these repositories. Although such replication can reduce load on the sources, it introduces new challenges—unless data

are carefully disseminated from sources to repositories, either (a) data in the repositories will violate user coherency

requirements, or (b) the overheads involved in such dissemination will be substantially larger than is necessary to

optimally meet user coherency requirements.

This paper examines techniques to efficiently disseminate time-varying data from sources to a set of repositories.

A particular focus of our work is to examine how such repositories can cooperate with one another and the source

to improve the efficiency of the dissemination process, while meeting user coherency requirements. To address this
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problem, we consider an architecture wherein a source pushes changes that exceed specified thresholds to repositories

connected to it, a repository cooperates with other repositories, again, by pushing data of interest to them, and also

serves users directly connected to it. Given such an architecture, we consider two key issues:

1. When should the source and/or the repositories push changes of interest to other repositories so as to meet all

user-specified coherency requirements?

2. How should an overlay network of such repositories be organized so as to minimize the overheads of maintaining

temporal coherency of all data items stored in the various repositories?

In the rest of this section, we first define the problem of maintaining temporal coherency for a data item and then

describe the challenges in doing so in a network of cooperating repositories.

1.1 Temporal Coherency Semantics

Consider a user interested in time-varying data items. Assume that the user obtains these items from a data repository

instead of the source server. In such a scenario, the repository must track dynamically changing data so as to provide

users with temporally coherent information. Assume that the user specifies a temporal coherence requirement (tcr)

for each item of interest. The value of the tcr denotes the maximum permissible deviation from the value at the

source, and thus, constitutes the user-specified tolerance. The tcr can be specified in units of time (e.g., the item

should never be out-of-sync by more than 5 minutes) or value (e.g., a stock price should never be out-of-sync by more

than a dollar). In this paper, we only consider temporal coherence requirements specified in terms of the value of the

object (maintaining temporal coherence specified in units of time is a simpler problem that requires less sophisticated

techniques). To maintain coherence, each data item in the repository must be refreshed in such a way that the user-

specified coherency requirements are maintained. Formally, let S(t) and U(t) denote the value of the data item at

the server and the user, respectively, at time t (see Figure 1). Then, to maintain temporal coherence , we should have

jU(t)� S(t)j � tcr:

Server User

U(t)S(t) R(t)

Repository

Figure 1: The Problem of Temporal Coherence

Although Figure 1 shows a single data repository, the temporal coherency requirements are no different if there

are multiple data repositories acting as intermediaries between the server and the end-user. The design of such a

cooperating data repository architecture and associated algorithms for reducing the computational and communication

overheads incurred in maintaining temporal coherence is the focus of this paper.

The effectiveness of such a cooperating repository can be quantified using a metric referred to as fidelity. The

fidelity of a data item is the degree to which a user’s temporal coherence needs are met. We define the fidelity f

observed by a user to be the total length of time that the above inequality holds (normalized by the total length of the

observations). The goal of a good coherency maintenance technique is to provide high fidelity at low cost.

1.2 Maintaining Temporal Coherency in an Overlay Network of Cooperating Repositories

A cooperative repository architecture consists of one or more sources, multiple cooperating repositories and several

clients (see Figure 2). Each client connects to one of the repositories for accessing data items. For each data item of

interest, a coherency requirement tcr is specified to the repository. A repository caches data items of interest to its users

and maintains coherency of the cached data in cooperation with the source and other repositories. By cooperation, we

mean, upon refreshing a data item, the repository pushes the refreshed value to other repositories interested in that item

(thereby alleviating the source from the burden of pushing these updates to all interested repositories). As shown in

Figure 2, the repositories are logically connected to form the repository overlay network, abbreviated as ron. Updates

to data items are disseminated through this overlay network so as to maintain user-specified coherency requirements

at each repository. Observe that without such cooperation, each repository would need to refresh cached data directly

from the source, which increases the load on sources and the client response times and limits scalability.
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Figure 2: The Cooperative Repository Architecture

In this paper, we examine the problem of how such an overlay network of cooperating repositories can provide

high fidelity for time-varying data. Specifically, we examine techniques to (a) reduce the end-to-end delays in propa-

gating these updates to repositories in an overlay network, and (b) ensure that all interesting updates to data items are

disseminated.

Achieving these goals requires answers to the following interrelated issues:

1. When should a repository disseminate updates (that it receives) to other repositories connected to it?

Observe that different users accessing the same data items can have different coherence needs. The coherency

requirement of a data item in a repository is determined by the most stringent tcr across all interested users. In

the presence of cooperation, each repository caters to the needs of other repositories (in addition to servicing its

users). Since different repositories can have different coherence needs (by virtue of the different tcrs specified

by their users), a repository will need to take these differences into account when disseminating updates to its

neighbors.

2. How much cooperation should a repository offer to the rest of the network?

Given that repositories cooperate with one another, a repository may hold data beyond what its own users may

need. We show that this altruism pays off in reducing the system-wide overheads for maintaining coherency

across all repositories. However, contrary to intuition, we also show that increasing the amount of cooperation

beyond a certain point can, in fact, be detrimental to the overall goals of achieving high fidelity at low overheads.

To address this issue, we propose techniques to derive the “optimal” degree of cooperation among repositories.

3. What should the (logical) interconnection between the repositories be, i.e., who serves whom and what?

The structure of the ron determines (i) the maximum end-to-end delay for disseminating updates (which de-

pends on the repository farthest from the source) and (ii) the overhead of disseminating updates at each repos-

itory (which depends on the number of dependents served by the repository). The ron should be structured so

as to balance these tradeoffs. We develop two algorithms to answer this question. Our first approach makes

decisions—regarding where to insert a repository in a network— one level at a time, whereas our second ap-

proach examines nodes along a carefully chosen path to make this decision. The performance of these ap-

proaches is compared to an idealized approach that attempts to minimize the length of the path from the source

to all repositories.

In the following sections, we examine each question in turn, offer a set of alternative solutions to address these ques-

tions, and experimentally evaluate their performance using real-world traces of dynamically changing data (specifi-

cally, stock prices).
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The rest of the paper is structured as follows The next three sections offer solutions to the three problems mentioned

above: Algorithms for disseminating dynamic data from one repository to another (or from a source to its clients)

so that temporal coherency of data is maintained are discussed in Section 2. Determining the level of cooperation

between repositories is the subject of Section 3. Algorithms for placing a repository in an existing repository structure

are discussed in Section 4. Results from an extensive evaluation of our algorithms using real-world traces of dynamic

data are presented in Section 5. Related work is discussed in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper with a summary

and directions for future work.

2 Data Dissemination to Maintain Temporal Coherency of Repositories

In this section, we show how to set the coherency requirements of a data item d served by repository P to a repository

Q so that the coherency needs of the latter are satisfied.

Consider a source S that disseminates data item d to a repository P , which in turn disseminates d to repository Q.

Henceforth, we refer to Q as a dependent of P .

Let cp and c

q denote the coherency requirements of data item d at repositories P and Q, respectively. Since P

serves Q,

c

p

� c

q (1)

Thus, to effectively disseminate updates, we require that the coherency requirement at a repository should be at least

as stringent as those of its dependents.

Let us
i

; u

s

i+1

; u

s

i+2

: : : denote a sequence of updates to d at the source S. Let u
p

j

; u

p

j+1

; u

p

j+2

: : : denotes the

updates received by P and u

q

k

; u

q

k+1

; u

q

k+2

: : :. denote the updates received by Q. Since cp � c

q , the set of updates

received byQ is a subset of that received at P , which in turn is a subset of unique data values at the source. Specifically,

an update u
p

j

received by P is forwarded to Q if

j u

p

j

� u

q

k

j � c

q (2)

where u
q

k

denotes the previous update received by Q. Intuitively, Equation 2 indicates that any update that violates the

coherency requirements of Q is forwarded to Q.

Note that this is a necessary but not sufficient condition for maintaining temporal coherency at Q. To understand

why, suppose us
i

, u
p

j

and u
q

k

represent the value of d at S, P and Q, respectively. Let the next update at the S be u

s

i+1

such that

j u

s

i+1

� u

p

j

j < c

p (3)

j u

s

i+1

� u

q

k

j � c

q (4)

Thus, the next update is of interest to repository Q but not to P. Since S is logically connected only to P , if S does not

disseminate this update to P , then Q, a dependent of P , will also miss this update (causing a violation of its coherency

requirement). Figure 3 provides an example of this situation. Thus, even under ideal conditions of zero processing

and link delays, a dissemination technique that solely uses Equation 2 to disseminate updates might not provide 100%

fidelity (indicating Eq. 2 is not a sufficient condition to maintain coherency). Hence, dissemination algorithms need

to be developed carefully to avoid such problems (i.e., should ensure that a repository does not miss any updates of

interest to itself or its dependents).

Next, we present three approaches to address this issue and also examine the entailed overheads.

2.1 Data Differencing

The “missed updates” problem described earlier occurs when an update us
i+1

, where us
i

< u

s

i+1

< u

s

i

+ c

p, satisfies

both Equations 3 and 4.

From these equations, we get,

j u

s

i+1

� u

p

j

j � j u

s

i+1

� u

q

k

j < c

p

� c

q (5)

which reduces to

c

q

� j u

p

j

� u

q

k

j < c

p (6)
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Figure 3: An example illustrating the need for careful dissemination of changes.

See Appendix A for a proof of the derivation of Equation 6. Equation 6 represents the additional condition that needs

to be checked to see if an update should be disseminated to a dependent. Thus, the dissemination technique propagates

an update u
p

j

received by P to dependent Q if either Equation 2 or 6 is satisfied. In the example illustrated in Figure

3, such a technique would propagate the update corresponding to value 1.4 from P to Q (since it satisfies Equation 6).

Consequently, the subsequent increase in value to 1.5 does not result in a tcr violation at Q. Note that the update of

1.4 is not strictly required as per the coherency requirement of Q (Equation 2), but is essential to prevent the “missed

updates” problem.

Such a dissemination technique incurs the following overheads:

� Computational Overhead: The computational overhead arises from verifying Equations 2 and 6 for each depen-

dent when a data update is received. Observe that, at the very least, upon receiving an update, a naive approach

would incur the overhead of verifying Equation 2. The additional burden of verifying Equation 6 imposes a

marginal additional overhead on a repository.

� Network Overhead: Since a repository must receive the updates necessary to maintain coherency of its depen-

dents’ data, in addition to the updates needed to maintain the tcr of its users, the network will need to carry

additional messages. This is because Equation 6 as well as Equation 4 need to be satisfied.

� Space Overhead: This algorithm incurs no space overhead since no additional (state) information needs to be

maintained for verifying Equation 6 other than what is already maintained at the repository.

2.2 Coherence Reassignment

We now examine a variant of data differencing, wherein instead of checking Equation 6 upon receiving each update, the

coherency requirements of the dependent are changed permanently so as to subsume Equation 6. Rewriting Equation

6 we get

j u

p

j

� u

q

k

j > c

q

� c

p (7)

An implication of this equation is that a repository should also forward updates that exceed cq � c

p. Since cq � c

p is

less than the original coherence requirement of Q, using this as the new coherency requirement ensures that Q never

misses any update of interest.

Observe that, as per Equation 1, we require that the coherency requirement of a parent must be more stringent than

its dependents. In the event that cq � c

p is smaller than c

p, this condition is no longer true, indicating that P can no

longer service Q. Such a scenario can be handled by simply reassigning the coherency requirement of Q to be same
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as P . Since this is the only difference from the data differencing approach, this approach incurs the same network and

space overheads as data differencing.

2.3 Unique Coherence-based Dissemination

In this approach, the source maintains a list of all unique coherency requirements for a data item d specified by

various repositories. For each such coherency requirement, the source also tracks the last update disseminated for

that coherency requirement. Upon a new update, the source examines each unique coherency requirement and the

last update sent for that tcr. It then determines all tcrs that are violated by the update. The update is tagged by

the maximum such coherency requirement c max and the tagged update is then disseminated through the overlay

network. The source also records this data value as the last update sent for all tcrs that are less then or equal to c max.

Each repository receiving the update forwards it to all dependents that (i) are interested in the data item, and (ii)

have a coherency requirement less than or equal to the tagged value.

It can be shown that this dissemination algorithm achieves a fidelity of 100% (in the absence of network transmis-

sion delays). To see why, consider a data item d with a value of v. Let the coherency requirement at repository P be

c. Suppose that an update causes the value of d to change to v0. If jv� v

0

j < c then clearly the algorithm works (since

no action is necessary for P ). Let jv � v

0

j � c. Then the coherency requirement has been violated for c. Hence, an

update with the new value v0 is tagged with c

0

� c and disseminated through the overlay network. Consider the path

from the source to repository P . As per Equation 1, the coherency requirement for every repository on this path is at

least c. Consequently, every repository on this path receives the update and disseminates it to its dependent, until it

reaches P . Thus, P receives every update that exceeds its coherency tolerance, resulting in a fidelity of 100%. Since

this argument holds for any repository P , the approach can achieve perfect fidelity at all repositories in the absence of

network delays.

We now discuss the overheads of this approach.

� Computational Overhead: The computational overhead involves finding the maximum coherency value, if any,

affected by the an update at the source. A large network of cooperating repositories can result in a large overhead

(especially if the list of unique tcr values is also large). To avoid scalability problems, this computation can be

migrated (i.e., moved) from the source to the repositories that are served directly by the source. The source

then sends every update to them and the first-level repositories in turn execute the above algorithm to decide

which updates to propagate further and with what tag. Thus, the overhead can be distributed across multiple

repositories, which alleviates the burden on the source.

� Network Overhead: Since this approach disseminates updates only when necessary and only to repositories that

need the update, the approach makes efficient use of network resources. However, if the approach is augmented

using the computation migration technique suggested above, then the source will disseminate more updates

than absolutely necessary to the first-level repositories; other repositories continue to receive updates only when

necessary.

� Space Overhead: The algorithm imposes a state space overhead at the source (or at the first-level repositories)

to store the list of all unique coherency tolerances associated with each data-item and the last update sent for

each tcr.

We have experimented with all three data dissemination approaches for maintaining temporal coherency and report

on the effects of these overheads on fidelity in section 5.

3 How Much Should a Repository Cooperate?

In the previous section, we assumed that the topology of the ron was known a priori and examined the issue of how

updates should be disseminated by repositories to their dependents. In this section and the next, we consider the issue

of how to construct the ron. We define the degree of cooperation to be the number of dependents served by a repository.

A high degree of cooperation allows a repository to take on increased responsibilities, which reduces source overload

and improves fidelity. On the other hand, a repository with a high degree of cooperation can also indirectly lead to a

loss in fidelity (since this increases the computational overheads at a repository, which could become a bottleneck).

Hence, it is important to determine a degree of cooperation that balances various overheads.
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Figure 4: An Example Illustrating the Need for Careful Cooperation

To achieve this objective, let us first understand the overheads involved in disseminating updates. Data dissemina-

tion overheads include two components:

1. Network delays: This is the network delay incurred in propagating an update from a repository to a dependent.

It includes the delays on all physical links from a repository to its dependent.

2. Processing delays: This is the delay resulting from the computations performed by a repository to determine

whether an incoming data change is to be forwarded to one of its dependents.

The smaller these delays are, the higher the fidelity of the system.

Let us now consider the tradeoff between network delays and processing delays. To better illustrate this tradeoff,

consider an example where the ron is a tree (see Figure 4). Let repository P be an intermediate node in the tree and

let P have 10 resources (push connections) to offer towards the cooperative effort. This implies that P can handle up

to 10 dependents. Assume that it takes 10 ms to push a data change to a dependent. If all the resources of P are used

up, i.e., it has 10 dependents, then the worst-case processing delay experienced by any dependent of P is around 100

ms. This implies more time is spent processing a data item than is spent communicating it to a dependent. In other

words, in this system, the computational delays dominate the network delays. If we restrict the number of dependents

of P to a number smaller than 10, say 2, then the worst-case processing delay will reduce to 20 ms, but the cooperative

network will have a larger depth. Thus, the example illustrates that a greater degree of cooperation increases the

processing delay but reduces the end-to-end network delay (by the virtue of reducing the number of hops from the

source to the farthest repository). On the other hand, a small degree of cooperation reduces the processing delay at a

node but increases the end-to-end network delays. In the extreme case, if the degree of cooperation is reduced to one,

the ron becomes a linear chain of repositories with a large network delay. To maximize fidelity, the ron should be

constructed such that the sum of two delay components is minimized.

For a given set of repositories, the variation in (loss of) fidelity with increasing degree of cooperation exhibits

a U-shaped curve (see Figure 5). The point where the loss in fidelity is minimized depends on the network and

processing delays incurred by the ron. In the falling part of the curve, the network delays dominate and in the rising

part, the processing delays dominate. The figure shows that arbitrarily increasing the degree of cooperation can, in

fact, be detrimental to fidelity. Hence, in a system where link delays dominate, it is prudent to use a high degree of

cooperation. On the other hand, if processing delays dominate, then a small degree of cooperation should be chosen

(i.e., each repository should have a small number of dependents). In other words, the degree of cooperation should

be directly proportional to the network delays and inversely proportional to the processing delays. This results in the
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Figure 5: Variation in Loss of Fidelity with Offered Cooperative Resources

following heuristic to compute the actual number of resources to be used for cooperation:

actual#cores = min(

net delay

comp delay � C

;#cores) (8)

where #cores denotes the upper bound on the degree of cooperation (determined by the resources available at a

repository), net delay and comp delay denote the network and processing delays, respectively, and C is a constant

that indicates the percentage of dependents typically interested in an update. The C factor is used to calculate the

computational delays expected at a node. The above formula allows us to set the level of cooperation depending on

the link and expected computational delays. In Section 5 we study the effect of adaptively determining the degree of

cooperation and compare it to a scenario where each node uses all its resources for cooperation.

In the rest of the paper, we refer to the number of cooperative resources of a repository actually used towards

cooperation, by actual#cores. actual#cores reflects the actual degree of cooperation and is bounded by #cores. The

ron should be structured to respect the constraint specified by actual#cores.

4 Determining the Logical Structure of Cooperating Repositories

Thus far, we have examined how each repository should disseminate updates to its dependents and to what degree the

repositories should cooperate with one another. In this section, we examine how to construct the logical structure of

the ron. Specifically, we propose three alternative algorithms for constructing the ron. For ease of exposition, we

examine the problem assuming a single source for all data items; our algorithms can be extended to handle multiple

sources.

The first of these algorithms, the Shortest Path Algorithm (SoPA), constructs the ron by assuming global knowledge

of all repositories and creates an overlay network such that the total path length from the source to the repositories is

minimized. In doing so, the algorithm takes the underlying physical structure of the network into account and builds

a shortest path tree so as to avoid retransmission of messages over a common subpath between a source and multiple

repositories. While this algorithm is not likely to be practical because of its centralized nature, we offer this algorithm

as a baseline against which we compare the overheads and performance of the more practical algorithms.

Our other two algorithms are incremental in nature and allow the ron to be constructed one repository at a time

(by allowing dynamic insertions and deletions of repositories). In these algorithms, a repository joins the ron by

sending an insert message to the source of the data item of interest. The algorithm then evaluates whether the source
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can directly disseminate data to the new repository. If not, the algorithm attempts to insert the new repository in the

existing ron by

� finding a position in the ron for the new repository, and

� finding suitable parents to satisfy the needs of the new repository.

Our Best Path based Algorithm (BePA) achieves these objectives by computing a preference factor for each reposi-

tory and uses it to determine the position of a new repository. The algorithm attempts to position preferred repositories

closer to the source. When a new repository is inserted in the ron, instead of searching through the entire ron, BePA

chooses the new repository’s position by searching along a carefully selected route. BePA takes both link delays and

computational delays into account and uses the tcr values of repositories’ data items but does not take the rate of

change of each data item into account.

In the Level by Level Algorithm (LeLA), repositories are organized in levels, with the ron forming a dag such that

edges of the graph go only from one level to the next. A node in the graph represents a repository and an edge from

repository P to repository Q implies that P provides data to Q. Each repository in a level, say l, will have parents in

level l � 1 and dependents in level l + 1. The idea behind this approach is that starting from the source of data, each

level is examined for its suitability to absorb a new repository. The decision is left to the “leader of a level” called the

load controller. Each load controller is connected to its adjacent load controllers. The function of the load controller

at a level is to find suitable parents for the new repository, if that level is found to be suitable for the new repository.

All the algorithms construct a dag, if repository Q has an edge from P from it, this is interpreted as P having the

potential to serve Q. Note that in general, a repository may have multiple dependents and may depend on multiple

repositories. All algorithms also ensure that the coherency requirements of a repository P are more stringent than

those of any dependent Q (i.e., cp � c

q). Unlike BePA, which considers only the repositories along a particular path,

LeLA takes into consideration the characteristics of the repositories in the ron, level by level. However, unlike SoPA,

which does this directly and in a centralized fashion, LeLA achieves the effect indirectly via its load controllers and in

an incremental manner. The latter property also applies to BePA.

In the rest of this section, we provide details of these algorithms.

4.1 SoPA: Shortest Path Based Approach

Figure 6 provides the intuition and motivation underlying SoPA. The route from the server to repository P has some

links in common with the route to another repository Q. Along those common links, a data update will be sent twice.

Consequently, instead of creating individual data flows from the server to each repository, it would be better to create

a ron that capitalizes on the network topology. Towards this end, SoPA creates a ron which corresponds to a tree,

such that the load on the common links and the source is reduced, potentially at the cost of an increase in the delay in

disseminating updates to Q (see Figure 6). Observe that, the tree construction process should ensure that such delays

do not affect the fidelity of disseminated data. To do so, SoPA ensures that the constraint specified by (#cores) of

each repository is satisfied, which in turn reduces the transmission delays from the source to the repositories.

The network of repositories can be thought of as a graph with the source and the repositories being the nodes,

the paths between the repositories being the edges, and edge weights being the transmission delays between two

repositories. The problem then is to find a shortest path tree in this graph, rooted at the source, that spans all repository

nodes and is constrained by repositories’ #cores (i.e., limits the number of dependents of each repository to a value

no greater than its #cores). The details of such as shortest path algorithm are as follows.

1. Use Dijkstra’s algorithm [10] to create a shortest path tree rooted as the source with the link delays represented

by the edge weights.

2. After a shortest path tree has been generated using the Dijkstra’s algorithm, we check the tree for repositories

with more dependents than their corresponding #cores. For each of these repositories, we prune the subtree

rooted at that repository by removing its smallest subtrees, where the number of removed subtrees is (outdegree

- #cores). This leaves the repository with #cores dependents. Nodes in the removed subtrees are placed in the

set V �S. (Dijkstra’s algorithm keeps two sets of vertices: S - the set of vertices whose shortest paths from the

source have already been determined and V � S - the remaining vertices, where V is the set of vertices in the

graph.) Any repository whose #cores was not satisfied is similarly placed in V � S.
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Figure 6: An example to illustrate the benefits of SoPA.

3. If no repository is found to violate its#cores, go to step 4, else recursively run steps 1 and 2 on the set (S; V �S)

again.

4. After the tree has been constructed, the coherency of a data item in a repository is determined. For a data item

d in repository P , this is set to be the strongest coherency for d required by any repository in the entire subtree

rooted at P.

Insertion of a new repository or the deletion of an existing repository will trigger a recomputation of the ron

according to the algorithm above. Note that, a change in the coherency requirements of a data item or a change in the

data set of a repository does not require a recomputation of the ron. Rather, only the tcr values of the parent and the

ancestors need to be recomputed as per Step 4 of the algorithm.

4.2 BePA: Best Path based Algorithm

BePA attempts to create the ron by taking into account computational delays, link delays, and data items held by

repositories. These properties of a repository are encoded using a single preference factor which reflects the degree to

which a repository can serve high fidelity data to its dependents. BePA attempts to insert preferred repositories closer

to the source. To insert a new repository, the algorithm selects an insertion path to follow within the ron. This path

is made up of repositories P
1

; P

2

:::P

n

where P
1

is the root(source) and P

i

represents a repository at the ith stage of

the search. The next position P
i+1

along the path is selected by examining the dependents of the current repository P
i

and a decision is made whether to search further along the path or insert the repository at the current position P
i

. The

steps involved in satisfying an insert request are outlined in Section 4.2.2. First, we examine how the preference factor

of a repository is assigned.

4.2.1 Computing a Repository’s Preference Factor

The preference factor of a repository serving data in a set D is given by

pref

s

i

=

P

d2D

(c

d

�#cores)

jDj

(9)

where c
d

is the tcr value of data item d served by this repository,#cores is maximum number of users that can require

d and jDj is the number of data items that the repository needs. The lower the preference factor of a repository, the

closer it should be to the source. This is because a small preference factor indicates that a repository has one or more

of the following properties:

� Has less load since it is serving fewer users,

� Has the ability to serve a larger set of data items,
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� Can meet more stringent coherency requirements.

Equation 9 represents an intrinsic property of the repository, which is independent of the network environment and

depends only on its users and their coherency tolerances. In addition, we define the following extrinsic property for a

repository.

pref

l

i

=

P

m

k=1

l

d

k

m

(10)

where l
d

k

represents the link delay between repository i and its dependent k in the cooperative network. Observe that

pref

l

i

depends solely on the network environment and is independent of the user needs at a repository.

Using equations 9 and 10 we can calculate the overall preference for a repository vis-a-vis its position in the ron.

pref

i

= pref

s

i

� pref

l

i

(11)

4.2.2 Details of BePA

Let the new repository being inserted be P
ins

.

1. The algorithm starts from the source S = P

1

; let us define pref
1

= 0. Then the next repository P
i+1

along the

insertion path is selected from the dependents of the current repository P

i

such that P
i+1

is the dependent with

largest data item similarity with the inserted node P
i

and has resources available. If not, P
i+1

is the dependent

with the largest preference factor.

2. An insertion path is followed until either the current repository P

i

is less preferable than the repository being

inserted P
ins

or the current repository P
i

has resources to serve the repository being inserted P
ins

.

(a) If P
i

is less preferable than P

ins

then the algorithm swaps these two repositories. In other words, P
ins

is

inserted in the position formerly occupied by P
i

and P
i

becomes the child of P
ins

. Additionally,P
ins

takes

on as many dependents of P
i

as possible (depending on resource availability); the remaining dependents

continue to be served by P

i

. Finally, the set of data items served by P

ins

is computed as the union of the

data items required by all its dependents.

(b) Else if the current repository P

i

is preferable to P

ins

and has resources to serve the inserted repository,

then P
ins

is inserted as the child of P
i

.

3. Once the repository is inserted it may find that not all of the data items it needs can be provided by its current

set of parents. So it looks for additional parent repositories to provide these data items. If no such repositories

exist then the existing parents are augmented to provide these data items. For this, BePA considers repositories

within a maximum number of hops between itself and the source.

4.3 LeLA: Organizing the Repositories Level by Level

As mentioned earlier, the idea behind this approach is that starting from the source of data, the load on repositories at

different levels is examined for their suitability to absorb a new repository. This decision is made by the load controller

at each level.

For each data item d, four parameters influence the load of a repository: (a) c
d

, the coherency requirement, (b) r
d

,

the rate of change of data item d, (c) p, the processing speed of the repository, namely, the number of dependents it can

disseminate data to, per unit time. The load of a repository can be calculated as follows: The time spent on processing

data item d is #cores�r

d

p�c

d

. This is because r
d

=c

d

is roughly the number of changes in data item d per second. For each

such change the processor deals with up to #cores repositories and for each dependent the time taken is 1=p. Hence

the total static load on a repository P is

load(P ) =

1

p

�

X

d2D

#cores� r

d

c

d

(12)

When a repository P wishes to enter the network it sends a request to the source with the list of data items of

interest, their tcr values, and its #cores. The source examines if it can place the repository at the first level, if not it

passes it on to the load-controller of the next level.
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The function of the load controller at a level is to find suitable parents for the new repository, if that level is found

to be suitable for the new repository. The parameters which govern the selection of a parent are:

1. Parent’s load, which determines the computational delays incurred at a parent to disseminate a data change to

its dependents.

2. Distance of the new repository from the server, which is the sum of the distance of the parent from the server

and distance of the new repository from the parent. This determines the communication delays incurred by a

data update.

3. The number of data items that a parent can provide to a repository at the given coherency without augmentation.

This will help reduce the extra work that may be entailed at a parent if it had to augment its current commitments.

To achieve the above effect, upon receipt of an insert request the load controller at level i does the following: For each

repositoryQ, at its level, which still has resources available, it calculates a preference factor as load(Q)�dist(P;Q)+

min dist(Q; server) (again, the lower the preference value of a repository, the more preferred the repository is).

Among the more preferred repositories, the repositories which can satisfy a maximum of P ’s data requirements are

made the parents of P . Some items that P requires may not be currently served by the parents. In such a case, these

items are assigned to the most preferred parent.

5 Experiments and Results

In this section, we demonstrate the efficacy of our techniques through an experimental evaluation. In what follows, we

first present our experimental methodology and then our experimental results.

5.1 Experimental Methodology

Our experiments model the underlying physical network using a randomly generated topology consisting of nodes

(routers and repositories) and links. One of the nodes is selected as the source. The routing tables of all the nodes

are generated using an all-pairs shortest path algorithm (by Floyd and Warshall [10]). After generating the physical

network topology, we then generate the topology of the repository overlay network (ron). This is done using one of

the three techniques discussed in Section 4. Specifically, SoPA examines all repositories in the network at once to

generate the ron, while BePA and LeLA do so in an incremental manner. In the latter techniques, repositories are

inserted into the ron one at a time. Each repository is assumed to have a data set associated with it consisting of (data

item, tcr) pairs.

After generating the topology of the ron, the simulation of the data dissemination algorithms discussed in Section

2 is started. The performance characteristics of these algorithms are investigated using real world stock price streams

as exemplars of dynamic data. The presented results are based on stock price traces (i.e., history of stock prices) of

a few companies obtained from http://finance.yahoo.com. The traces were collected at a rate of 2 or 3 stock quotes

per second. Since the rate of change of any stock quote is much greater than even 1 change per second, the traces can

be considered to be ”real-time” traces. The details of the traces are listed in the table below. Specifically, upon each

update to the stock price, the source determines whether to forward the update to the first-level repositories in the ron;

each repository receiving the update then decides which of its dependents to forward the update. These dissemination

decisions are made using either data differencing, coherence reassignment or unique coherency-based techniques.

Company Date Time #Items Max Value Min Value

Microsoft June 8, 2000 21:02-23:48 hours 7078 65.875 64.625

Veritas June 8, 2000 21:20-23:48 hours 10000 135.75 131.50

DELL June 1, 2000 21:56-22:53 hours 6852 43.75 42.87

CBUK June 2, 2000 18:31-21:57 hours 10000 8.625 8.25

INTC June 2, 2000 22:14-01:42 hours 10000 134.50 132.50
Traces used for the experiment

For our experiments, we vary the size of the physical network from 400 nodes to 1000 nodes. Unless specified

otherwise, we present results only the 400 node scenario (1 source, 100 repositories and 300 routers). Results for other

network sizes are briefly discussed in Section 5.3.5.
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Each repository requests a randomly chosen subset of the data items stored at the server.

Our experiments assume a network (link) delay of 25 milliseconds and a computational delay of 25 milliseconds

per dependent for each update. Results of experiments involving other link and computations delays are presented in

Section 5.3.2.

We use different mixes of coherency tolerances for our experiments. Specifically, the tcr on the stock prices consist

of a mix of stringent tolerances (varying from $0.01 to 0.1) and less stringent tolerances (varying from $0.1 to 0.9). We

use a uniform distribution T to decide what fraction of the data items have stringent coherency requirements at each

repository (the remaining fraction, 1�T , of data items have loose coherency requirements). The parameter#cores—

the resources offered by each repository towards cooperation (i.e., the bound on the number of dependents)—was

varied from 2 to 100 in our experiments.

5.2 Metrics

The key metric for our experiments is the fidelity of the data. Recall that fidelity is the degree to which a user’s

coherency requirements are met and is measured as the total length of time for which the inequality jU(t)�S(t)j � tcr

holds (normalized by the total length of the observations). The fidelity of a repository is the mean fidelity over all data

items stored at that repository, while the overall fidelity of the ron is the mean fidelity of all repositories.

Rather than computing fidelity, our results plot a more meaningful metric, namely loss in fidelity. The loss in

fidelity is simply (100%�fidelity). Clearly, the lower this value, the better the overall performance of a dissemination

algorithm.

In addition to fidelity, we also measure the number of updates (messages) sent by each dissemination technique.

Clearly, the smaller the number of messages needed to maintain a certain fidelity, the lower the cost of the temporal

coherency maintenance.

5.3 Experimental Results

5.3.1 Baseline Results

Our first experiment examines the efficacy of the three algorithms, namely SoPA, BePA and LeLA, to construct the

ron. We used the unique coherency algorithm as the baseline data dissemination algorithm since, as shown in 5.3.4, it

is the most efficient.

We assume a 400 node physical network and consider four different coherency scenarios: (i) T = 100% (all data

items have stringent tcrs), (ii) T = 80% (80% of the items have stringent tcrs), (iii) T = 20%, and (iv) T = 0% (all

data items have loose coherency requirements). For each ron construction algorithm and these coherency tolerances,

we vary the #cores from 2 to 100 and measure the efficacy of the resulting ron in providing good fidelity. Note that

in the presence of the non-zero network delays, the structure of the ron has a significant impact on fidelity (since the

data at a repository is out-of-sync until an update propagates through the ron and reaches the repository—the larger

the end-to-end delay, the greater the loss in fidelity.

Figure 7 shows that all the algorithms exhibit a large loss of fidelity at low values of #cores. The loss of fi-

delity occurs because the ron has a large diameter (i.e., a large number of hops between the source and the farthest

repository), which increases the communication delays and decreases fidelity.

As the number of dependents of a repository (i.e., the #cores) is increased, the loss in fidelity decreases to a

minima and then starts increasing again. This is consistent with our expectations, since, as explained in Section 3,

network delays dominate when there are a small number of dependents and processing delays at a repository dominate

when there are a large number of dependents. The minima occurs when the sum of the two delays is minimized.

The point at which the minima occurs varies slightly from one algorithm to another and lies between 10 and 20

dependents per repository. Since all the algorithms aim to achieve high fidelity by reducing the total system overheads,

i.e., link delays and computation delays, it is not surprising that their minima are close to each other. (It is worth

pointing out that for these link and computational delays, the value of actual#cores is 12.)

Observe also that in the rising part of the curves, LeLA exhibits worse performance when compared to the other

two algorithms. We attribute this to the fact that LeLA constrains its immediate search to repositories at a particular

level and does not have the global perspective of SoPA or the global preference-based perspective of BePA.

The performance of the algorithms converge when the number of dependents per repository is increased beyond a

certain value. This is because when the number of permitted dependents is large, the source serves most repositories
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(d) Loose Coherency: T=0%

Figure 7: Effect of Temporal Coherency Requirements in Base Case

directly and the ron effectively reduces to a one-level tree with most repositories acting as a direct dependent of the

source. We explore this behavior further in Section 5.3.2.

Note also that in Figures 7(a)-(d), as the fraction of data items with stringent coherency tolerances decreases, the

gradient of the loss in fidelity also decreases. Furthermore, LeLA continues to exhibit worse performance than the

other two algorithms, and there is no clear winner between BePA and SoPA since they swap their relative rankings as

#cores is changed.

These results clearly show that, regardless of the ron construction algorithm, it is important for repositories to

cooperate with one another to improve fidelity. Moreover, it is inappropriate to use a very large number of resources

towards cooperation. Furthermore, with a proper choice of a bound on the number of dependents, the exact ron

construction algorithm per se becomes less important. Hence, we address the issue of setting the “optimal” level of

cooperation in the next section.

5.3.2 Effect of Cooperation on Fidelity

In this section, we thoroughly evaluate the effect of cooperation on fidelity. We begin by showing that if the server is

entrusted with the task of disseminating updates directly to repositories, then a large loss of fidelity occurs, regardless

of other system parameters. Thus, it is essential for the server to use the repositories to offload some of its dissemina-

tion overheads. We then examine the impact of three key parameters, namely the link delay, the computational delay

and the factor C (see Eq. 8), on fidelity and demonstrate that when the number of dependents is adapted to link and

computational delays, additional performance benefits can be harnessed
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Performance in the Absence of Cooperation

In the previous section we have already shown that a scenario where the source directly disseminates updates to

repositories (i.e., no cooperation between repositories) results in a large loss in fidelity. In this section we show

that this result holds regardless of other system parameters. To demonstrate this, we vary the link delays and the

computational delays and assume that the source directly services all repositories in the ron. We measure the fidelity

offered by he source for different coherency tolerances (T = 0%, T = 20%, T = 80% and T = 100%). Figures

8(a) and (b) depict our results. These figures show that there is a loss in fidelity regardless of the value of link and

computational delays. Further, the loss in fidelity worsens with increasing link and computational delays, especially

when coherency tolerances are stringent. This is because stringent coherency tolerances result in an increase in the

number of messages being disseminated by the source, and since the server is entirely responsible for disseminating

updates, fidelity suffers. The more stringent the coherency tolerance, the worse the loss in fidelity with increasing link

and computational delays, and the greater the rate of decrease in fidelity. These results experimentally demonstrate

that cooperation is essential to improve the fidelity of the dissemination process.
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Figure 8: Performance without Cooperation

Impact of Link and Computational Delays

Next, with controlled cooperation in effect, we study the impact of link and computational delays on fidelity. We vary

both the computational delay and the link delay and examine the resulting loss in fidelity for the rons constructed

using the three ron construction algorithms. Figures 9(a) and (b) depict our results. The figures show that increasing

these delays causes updates to arrive at repositories later, which in turn worsens fidelity. However, adjusting the degree

of cooperation can help counter the effect of larger system delays.

For example, with increasing computational delays, a smaller value of actual#cores is used (see Equation 8), and

this reduces the load at a repository; on the other hand, a small value of computational delay results in a larger value

of actual#cores. This is the reason behind the curves for low computation delays in Figure 9(a) having a smaller

fidelity loss with increasing #cores (these curves do not reach their minima within the #cores values plotted).

Similarly, with increasing link delays, a larger value of actual#cores is used and this will reduce the load on the

network; on the other hand, a small value of link delay will result in a small value of actual#cores. This is the reason

behind the curves for low link delays in Figure 9(b) displaying a flat behavior starting from very low #cores.

Thus, our results indicate that the degree of cooperation should be higher when the link delays are large and lower

when the computational delays are large. This clearly demonstrates the benefits of adapting the choice of the #cores

parameter to system overheads for providing high fidelity.

Sensitivity to the Parameter C

Having examined the impact of link and computational delays, we now examine the sensitivity of our results to the

constant C used in Equation 8. Figure 10 shows the effect of varying the value of C on performance. The figure shows
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Figure 9: Effect of Varying Link and Computation Delays

that the choice of C has only a small impact on fidelity since the same minima (i.e., optimal fidelity) can be achieved

regardless of the actual value of C. In fact, the variation in fidelity loss is around 1% over a wide range of C values.

This demonstrates that the parameter C has an insignificant impact on performance and that the degree of cooperation

in Equation 8 should be chosen solely based on actual system overheads (i.e., link and computational delays).
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Figure 10: Effect of different C Values

5.3.3 Improvement in Fidelity When Coherency Requirements are taken into Account

A crucial assumption of our work is that only only updates of interest are disseminated by a repository to its dependent.

In this section, we demonstrate that this assumption is, in fact, essential to achieving high fidelity. To demonstrate

this aspect, we compare our approach to a system where all updates to a data item are disseminated to repositories

interested in that data item. Such a system is emulated by simply using a very stringent coherency tolerance and

low computational overheads, causing all updates to be disseminated. We compare this system to one where the

coherency tolerances are less stringent and the computation overheads are greater (less stringent tcrs result in filtering

and selective forwarding of updates). Thus, any difference in performance between these systems is indicative of the

fidelity improvement resulting from the filtering that occurs when repositories disseminate only data of interest to their

repositories.

Figure 11 depicts our results. The figure shows that an approach that disseminate all updates, in fact, results in

worse fidelity across a wide range of #cores values. This is because the approach disseminate more messages, which
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Figure 11: Loss in Fidelity if All updates are Disseminated

increases the network overheads as well as processing delays at repositories, causing a loss in fidelity. In contrast,

intelligent filtering and selective dissemination of updates based on user’s coherency tolerances can reduce overheads

and improve fidelity.

5.3.4 Performance of Update Dissemination Algorithms

In this section, we compare the performance of our three dissemination algorithms, namely data differencing, coher-

ence reassignment and unique coherence. Figure 12 compares the number of messages disseminated by the three

algorithms for a fixed value of fidelity. The figure shows that the algorithms disseminate different number of messages

to achieve the same fidelity. When the coherency requirements are tight, the difference in the number of updates dis-

seminated by the three algorithms is less than 10% (since most updates need to be disseminated to meet these stringent

requirements). The figure also shows the unique coherency algorithm outperforms the other two approaches.
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Figure 12: Number of Messages sent by different Data Dissemination Algorithms

When coherency requirements are loose, the unique coherency algorithm continues to provide the best (or close

to best) performance. However, the relative performance of the other two dissemination algorithms changes when

compared to the tight coherency scenario.

Whereas unique coherence-based dissemination needs the least number of messages overall, coherence reassign-

ment disseminates the most messages. This is because in the former case, the server transmits only those messages

to a dependent which are of interest to that dependent or to one of its dependents. Coherence reassignment, on the
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other hand, is very conservative in the way it disseminates updates, and hence, ends up sending more updates than

necessary. It is for these reasons that we choose unique coherence as our baseline temporal coherency algorithm.

5.3.5 Scalability of the algorithms

We have also studied the effect of increasing the number of repositories on fidelity. Whereas with unlimited coopera-

tion, the diameter of the ron could grow to be very high with increasing number of nodes in the network, controlled

cooperation limits this growth. For example, when the number of repositories grows from 100 (for the base case) to

250 (and with that the total number of nodes in the system grows from 400 to 1000 nodes), the increase in the loss in

fidelity with controlled cooperation was observed to be between 1% and 5%. This is indicative of the scalability of

our set of solutions.

5.4 Summary of Experimental Results

To achieve high fidelity during the transmission of dynamically changing data to repositories, it is important (a) for

the server to shed some its data dissemination load to other repositories and (b) for the repositories to cooperate

with each other during data dissemination. Specifically, it is essential to form an overlay network over the physical

topology connecting the repositories so as to minimize the system-wide computational and communication delays

incurred during the dissemination of updates from servers to repositories. This overlay network should take network

link delays, delays for pushing individual updates, the coherency required, the number of resources a repository is

willing to provide towards cooperation, etc. Our specific results indicate that

� Each repository should disseminate only updates of interest to its dependents.

� Cooperation is essential to achieve low fidelity.

� Cooperation beyond a certain point leads to loss of fidelity. This is because if a repository agrees to disseminate

data to too many dependents, queue-ing and dissemination delays at that repository can reduce the fidelity

achieved.

� For low link delays and low computational delays, most of the algorithms behave the same at all levels of

cooperation. But when these delays are not negligible, the degree of cooperation should be chosen taking link

and computational delays into account because outside the optimal value, the algorithms could lead to increased

loss of fidelity.

6 Related Work

Research on replication in traditional databases [26] has focused achieving transactional consistency among repli-

cas (for example, see [19]). However, the notion of temporal coherency defined in this paper requires a different

architecture and algorithms than those used in replicated databases.

Efforts that are more relevant to our work have dealt with maintaining consistency between sources and cached

copies. [3] is one of the earliest papers on consistency maintenance between a data source and (cached) copies of the

data. The paper discusses techniques whereby data sources propagate (push) updates to clients based on expiration

times associated with data. Several other research efforts have also investigated push-based techniques. These include

broadcast disks [2], continuous media streaming [4], publish/subscribe applications [25, 5], web-based push caching

[18], and speculative dissemination [6]. Note, however, that these efforts are not explicitly targeted at disseminating

continuously changing data with associated coherency tolerances.

More recently, the issue of consistency maintenance has been investigated in the context of caching in the World

Wide Web. These efforts fall into two categories: (i) weak consistency mechanisms, where cached data can be out-

of-sync with servers, and (ii) strong consistency mechanisms, where cached data is always up-to-date with servers.

Examples of the former include client polling [13], where a client periodically polls the server for updates to the

data, and adaptive time-to-live (TTL) values [32], where objects are refreshed based on the rate of change of the

data. Examples of the latter include server invalidation [23], where the server sends sends invalidation messages to all

clients when an object is modified. These efforts either assume a single repository, or that cached data is modified on
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slow time scales (e.g., tens of minutes or hours). Hence, they are less effective at maintaining consistency of rapidly

changing data in multiple (cooperating) repositories.

The issue of cooperative caching has also been investigated in the context of the web, albeit for predominantly

static web content. These efforts include the design of hierarchical caching architectures [1, 7] and the issue of meta-

data maintenance in such hierarchies [15, 33]. Other efforts include: (i) the use of overlapping groups of cooperating

caches [38], (ii) the use of cooperation to handle caching and transcoding of data for mobile clients [22], and (iii) the

use of leases to maintain consistency in caching hierarchies [35, 36].

Efforts that focus on dynamic web content include [21] where push-based invalidation and dependence graphs

are employed to determine where to push invalidates and when. The difference between this approach and ours is

that repositories don’t cooperate with one another to maintain coherency. Other efforts in this area include adaptive

replica placement in content distribution networks [28, 17], distributed servers [12], distributed cache placement [34],

and technique to achieve scalability and availability by adjusting the coherency requirements of data items [20]. In

contrast to these efforts, our work has focused on the construction of a cooperating repository overlay network so as

to provide high fidelity to time-varying data.

Recent efforts on application-level multicast are also related to our work. Observe that each repository effectively

uses application-level multicast to push updates to its dependents. Work on application-level multicast has focused

on the design of multicast routing and tree construction algorithms at the application layer [27, 16, 9]. These efforts

are generic, in the sense that any application requiring the use of application-level multicast can use them. In con-

trast, our tree construction algorithm and multicast-based dissemination are specifically optimized for the problem at

hand, namely maintaining coherency of time varying data. For instance, our tree construction algorithms take into

account application-specific characteristics such as coherency requirements of data items and the processing delays at

a repository, and hence, can generate an overlay network that is more effective than those generated by more generic

algorithms.

Mechanisms for disseminating fast changing documents are proposed in [31, 30, 29]. The technique, termed as

Continuous Multicast Push, requires receivers to tune to a multicast group to receive updates in a reliable manner and

then leave the group once updates have been received. The difference though is that receivers receive all updates to

an object (thereby providing strong consistency), whereas our focus is on disseminating only those updates that are

necessary to meet user-specified coherency tolerances (which reduces the burden on the infrastructure).

Multicast-based invalidations and volume leases are incorporated in a caching hierarchy in [37]. While sharing

our goals by studying the tradeoffs between communication between nodes, update rate at the server and staleness,

this work does not examine the generation of cache hierarchies to maximize fidelity and does not employ any specific

coherency semantics to measure staleness.

Finally, our work can be seen as providing support for executing continuous queries over dynamically changing

data [24, 8]. Continuous queries in the Conquer system [24] are tailored for heterogeneous data, rather than for real

time data, and uses a disk-based database as its backend. NiagraCQ [8] focuses on efficient evaluation of queries as

opposed to temporally coherent data dissemination to repositories (which in turn can execute the continuous queries).

This approach leads to better scalability.

In summary, none of the research efforts have focused on the infrastructure necessary for the temporally coherent

dissemination of time-varying data using cooperating repositories. Specifically, our approach (a) defines a coherence

mechanism for the dissemination architecture, (b) creates a definite flow structure for time-varying data to provide

high fidelity at a low cost, and (c) addresses the problem of efficient placement of objects in the repositories by taking

into account the loads and processing delays at various repositories.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we examined the design of an overlay network of repositories that cooperate with one another to maintain

temporal coherency of time-varying data. The key contributions of our work are:

� Design of a push-based dissemination architecture for time-varying data. One of the attractions of our approach

is that it does not require all updates to a data item to be disseminated to repositories, which reduces the system-

wide network overhead as well as the load on repositories. These in turn improve the fidelity of data stored at

repositories.

� Design of mechanisms for maintaining temporal coherency of data within an overlay network of repositories.
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Our mechanisms were designed to take into account network delays, computational overheads, and the system

load. We also studied their relative performance and showed that cooperation among repositories can be used to

improve fidelity substantially with lower overheads, but beyond a certain point, altruism can be detrimental to

performance.

Traditionally, cooperative architectures have been employed to place replicas of objects closer to the clients so as to

minimize access latency and the server load. In our approach, we employ cooperation to provide a data flow to clients

and to alleviate the source from directly handling all the clients Thus, cooperation is used to route and distribute state

information, rather than to replicate and cache data items. Even though this is akin to the goals of application-layer

multicast, we are also concerned with achieving temporal coherency, and hence, take link and computational delays

into account to improve fidelity.

Finally, whereas our approach uses push-based dissemination, other dissemination mechanisms such as pull [32],

adaptive combinations of push and pull [11], as well as leases [14] could be used to disseminate data through our

repository overlay network. The use of such alternative dissemination mechanisms as well as the evaluation of our

mechanisms in a real network setting is the subject of future research.
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Appendix A: Derivation of Equation 6

In Section 2, we discussed the problem of assigning coherencies to the proxies in a proxy hierarchy such that no proxy

misses any updates that violate its coherence requirement.

Here, we show that Equation 5:
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reduces to Equation 6:
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given the conditions of Equations 3 and 4:
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Also Equation 17 holds at all times:
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Let us consider the following cases for equation 13

Case 1:

Let, us
i+1

> u

p

j

and us
i+1

> u

q

k

.

In this case it is trivial to see to see that equation 13 reduces to 14

Similarly for the case of us
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Case 2:
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the above condition can be combined into
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Now from equation 18 and equation 16 we get
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which is in contradiction with equation 17. Hence this case is not possible at all. We can similarly argue for the last

case where us
i+1

< u

p

j

and us
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.

Hence, we can see that Equation 13 reduces to 14
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